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INTRODUCTION & GOALS OF THE 
PROJECT
- What is a Furuta Pendulum?
GOALS:
-Reproduce mathematical and controlling equations.
-Simulation of the behaviour of the Furuta Pendulum.
-Design and implement a controller.
DESIGN
Block diagram and 3D Model
Encoders
ELECTRONICS COMPONENTS:
-Encoder
-Motor + Encoder
-Motor driver
MECHANICAL COMPONENTS:
-Shaft
-Pendulum
-Mounting hubs
SIMULATION
-HYPOTHESIS
-SIMULATION WITHOUT CONTROL 
◦ OBSERVER DESIGN
-SIMULATION WITH CONTROL 
◦ CHOSING LQR
◦ CHOSING ENERGY SHAPING 
Hypothesis
◦Rigid connections
◦Homogeneous materials
◦ Static friction not considered
◦ Linear system in the stabilization zone
Simulation without control
Simulation with control: LQR
• Responsible of the stabilization control
• Choosing the appropriate Q and R.
1)                                                           2)
K=lqr(A, B, Q, R)= [ -0.10, 27.92, -1.145, 3.61, 0.178] K=lqr(A, B, Q, R)= [-0.099, 24.83, -0.79, 3.06, 0.175] 
Simulation with control: Energy shaping
•Controls the swing up and down
•q=4                                              
q=4 
PENDULUM BUILDING
Previous experiments and Arduino
CONCLUSIONS
-Design
-Simulation
-Controller’s implementation
